Investing in State-Legalized Marijuana Operations: Understanding Your Risks

The question of whether to invest in state-legalized marijuana businesses has garnered a lot of attention. There are opportunities for investment funds and individuals to participate in this new frontier of investments. It’s been referred to by some as the new Gold Rush. Yet the risks are not limited to financial ones. In February, the Department of Justice (DOJ) issued guidance to federal prosecutors for determining whether to prosecute individuals or entities that engage in financial transactions involving proceeds from marijuana-related businesses. FinCEN issued complementary guidance the same day, seeking to clarify reporting obligations for financial institutions that provide banking services to marijuana-related businesses. An Arnold & Porter client advisory explained the risks to such financial institutions in meeting their obligations under the Bank Secrecy Act and FinCEN’s new reporting requirements for marijuana-related transactions.

Companies not regulated by the Bank Secrecy Act – like venture capital firms, private equity funds, and real estate companies – may be better positioned. They are not subject to the new FinCEN requirements that impose burdensome due diligence and seemingly continuous monitoring of the activities of any client or customer with a marijuana-related business. Nonetheless, risks remain for any company or individual that wants to invest in or provide services to a marijuana-related business. While now legal in a few states, sales of marijuana remain illegal under federal law, and transactions involving the proceeds of marijuana sales can serve as the basis for a federal money laundering prosecution. Further, persons or entities located in states that do not allow the sale of marijuana risk criminal exposure under their own state’s laws if they invest in or provide services to marijuana-related businesses, even if the marijuana-related business itself operates in a state like Colorado or Washington that permits such sales. Companies should be aware, for example, that the laws of New York provide for expansive criminal jurisdiction over conduct that touches New York in any way. Because the application of those laws in the context of a marijuana-related business that is legal in another state is novel and uncertain, companies must carefully consider how and where to conduct their transactions in order to avoid or minimize the risk of liability.

The DOJ Guidance

The DOJ Guidance, issued on February 14, 2014, aimed to make it easier for state-regulated marijuana businesses to access basic financial services, like checking accounts and credit cards. The Guidance reiterates, however, that selling marijuana remains a federal crime under the Controlled Substances Act, and hence anyone who invests in or provides...
services to a marijuana-related business may violate the federal anti-money laundering statutes, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957. The anti-money laundering statutes broadly prohibit transactions that involve the “proceeds” of specified unlawful activity so long as the transaction is intended to promote the unlawful activity, and distribution of marijuana is one of the specified unlawful activities.

Despite its clear view on the illegality of the marijuana trade, DOJ instructed prosecutors to exercise some discretion in the cases they bring. The Guidance instructs prosecutors to focus their limited prosecutorial resources on only the “most significant” marijuana-related cases. In determining what constitutes a “significant” case, federal prosecutors are to consider the following eight priorities:

- Preventing distribution of marijuana to minors
- Preventing revenue from the sale of marijuana from going to criminal enterprises, gangs, and cartels
- Preventing the diversion of marijuana from states where it is legal under state law in some form to other states
- Preventing state-authorized marijuana activity from being used as a cover or pretext for the trafficking of other illegal drugs or other illegal activity
- Preventing violence and the use of firearms in the cultivation and distribution of marijuana
- Preventing drugged driving and the exacerbation of other adverse public health consequences associated with marijuana use
- Preventing the growing of marijuana on public lands and the attendant public safety and environmental dangers posed by marijuana production on public lands
- Preventing marijuana possession or use on federal property

These priorities apply to individuals or groups directly engaged in the distribution of marijuana, as well as those who finance or service them.

Although the Guidance suggests that prosecutors will focus their attention on conduct other than state-sanctioned and regulated marijuana sales, it provides no safe harbor. The Guidance makes this explicit, stating that it “does not alter in any way the Department’s authority to enforce federal law, including federal laws relating to marijuana, regardless of state law” and that “[n]either the guidance herein nor any state or local law provides a legal defense to a violation of federal law.”

Nonetheless, the Guidance makes it less likely that DOJ will prosecute a private fund that invests in a marijuana-related business in a state where such businesses are allowed, such as Colorado or Washington, so long as the business appears to comply with applicable state laws.

The Effect of State Law
Private funds, real-estate companies, and other service businesses may nonetheless face exposure under their own state laws. Investors or service companies located in states where marijuana remains illegal may be at risk of prosecution under state conspiracy, aiding and abetting, and money laundering statutes, and be at further risk of losing their investments or proceeds under forfeiture statutes. States like New York remain fully able to take action to prevent the proceeds of marijuana businesses from entering their state. Because legalization is so new, it remains to be seen whether New York or any other state would take such action and whether a court would approve it. Companies should be aware of these potentially relevant state laws in considering whether to invest in or service a marijuana-related business and, if they do, how and where to conduct such transactions to reduce potential risk.

Conspiracy/Aiding and Abetting
An individual that invests in or otherwise assists a marijuana-related business could potentially face criminal liability under state conspiracy or aiding and abetting laws on the theory that the individual has conspired with or assisted another to sell marijuana, conduct that remains a crime in many states. New York's criminal code, for example, provides that a person can be convicted of a crime under New York law if, among other things, any element of the crime occurred within New York, or if a conspiracy or criminal solicitation occurred in New York. N.Y. Crim. P. Law § 20.20. Thus, if any communications between an investment equity fund and a marijuana-related business occurred in New York, or if the...
fund is based in New York and wired its investment from New York, the fund’s conduct may render it vulnerable to prosecution under New York’s laws for conspiring or aiding another to sell marijuana.

New York law establishes a safe harbor for those who engage in conduct that is a crime in New York but was consummated in another jurisdiction where the conduct would not be a crime. N.Y. Crim. P. Law § 20.30. But whether a fund that invests in a marijuana business could rely on the exception is untested: the law uses the term “jurisdiction” rather than state, and selling marijuana remains illegal even in Colorado and Washington under federal law. A recent New York decision held, for example, that New York had jurisdiction to prosecute gun sales in South Carolina because the sales violated federal law, even though the sales did not violate South Carolina law.

**Money Laundering**
Investors should also be aware of the potential impact of state money laundering statutes. New York’s money laundering statute, for example, criminalizes any financial transaction by any person that involves the proceeds of various types of “criminal conduct,” including selling drugs. And “criminal conduct” for purposes of the statute includes “conduct committed in any other jurisdiction which is or would be a crime under the laws” of New York. N.Y. Penal Law § 470.00. A New York-based investment fund that invests in a marijuana business must carefully consider whether the money laundering statute would apply, because the transaction involves the proceeds of an activity – selling marijuana – that is criminal in New York. The same is true of a New York-based real estate firm that rents property to a marijuana-related business in another state. The financial transaction must be intended to promote the criminal conduct, but New York prosecutors could try to argue that any knowing transaction or service to a marijuana business satisfies that requirement.

Again, New York’s exception for crimes consummated in another state where the relevant conduct is legal has uncertain application in this context. The crime of receiving in New York the proceeds of Colorado marijuana sales (unlike the crime of conspiring in New York to sell marijuana in Colorado) arguably qualifies as a crime that is consummated in New York, where the financial transaction takes place. And, in any event, the underlying crime of selling marijuana remains illegal under federal law.

**Criminal and Civil Forfeiture**
Finally, a company that invests in or services a marijuana-related business should be aware of state forfeiture laws (criminal and civil) that permit the government to seize the proceeds of criminal activity. The financial incentives can be strong: a recent Wall Street Journal article noted that the federal government processed US$1 billion in marijuana-related forfeitures between 2002 and 2012. Civil forfeiture laws, in particular, could provide an alternative for a state (or local police force) that wants to discourage residents from conducting transactions with marijuana-related businesses but believes criminal liability is a bridge too far. Generally, an individual can be required to forfeit property that is the proceeds of a crime even if the individual is not convicted of the crime, and the standard of proof in a civil forfeiture matter will be lower than the standard in a criminal matter. Depending on the state’s laws, rather than having to establish liability beyond a reasonable doubt, the state may be required to prove that the money at issue is proceeds of a crime only by either clear or convincing evidence or a mere preponderance of the evidence. For example, New York’s civil forfeiture law requires a preponderance standard in certain cases and a clear and convincing standard for others, depending, for example, on the nature of the property at issue and other case-specific details.

**Assessing Risks Under State Law**
The existence of state conspiracy/aiding and abetting, money laundering, and forfeiture laws does not necessarily mean that an investor or service provider should decline all transactions with a state-legalized marijuana business. Rather, it means that they should proceed with caution. It is important as an initial matter to determine where conduct will occur and to understand the laws of the relevant jurisdictions and how they might apply to the anticipated investment or transaction. The determination of risk is heavily fact and
state-dependent and should be examined carefully. Next, consider how and where to conduct the transaction to avoid triggering state liability, such as conducting key steps or the entire transaction in a state that permits such conduct. Finally, where there is uncertainty, an investor or service provider may have to determine its own risk tolerance.

The Bottom Line
Investment fund managers and other companies that wish to invest in or conduct transactions with marijuana-related businesses in some respects face fewer requirements than commercial banks, mutual funds, and other entities that are bound by FinCEN’s guidance. But risks remain: DOJ’s Guidance is not a safe harbor against federal prosecution, and in any event there is potential liability under state law. Before investing in a marijuana-related business, investors and service providers should carefully consider whether the laws of their state could permit a prosecution or a forfeiture action, and what steps they may take to avoid liability.
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